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Happy Holidays to all!
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to serve your families!
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Big welcome to the newest members of the Allegro pack

Famous Fido Rescue & Adoption Alliance
Needs our help!
Help us gather pet supply and monetary donations to this outstanding local animal
rescue organization.
Famous Fido (FFRAA) is guided in principle by a simple quote “The greatness of a nation and its moral
progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated” -Mahatma Gandhi
Gloria Lissner formed Famous Fido as a grassroots effort to end kill shelters and promote animal rescue and
adoption in the Chicagoland area. FFRAA works to rescue animals who are not considered
“adoptable”. A mission which in many cases not only saves them from abuse and euthanasia,
but also leads them to rich vibrant lives in healthy loving homes. The hilarious duo ’Ted and
Alice’ hale from FFRAA, and anyone considering adopting a new pet should strongly consider
working with FFRAA staff to find a match for you.

Interested in Donating?

Allegro is teaming with FFRAA to make it easy! Just
gather supplies from the wish list on the next page and let your Allegro staff member know.
We’ll take care of the donations for you, or you can visit them at famousfidorescue.org to donate
funds directly to the organization.
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Happy Birthday, Allegro!!!

Allegro will be 5 years old soon
and our continued growth is directly related to our clients’ referrals! We look forward to providing
many years of service to all of our
client families.
Looking forward to 2019 and as
always, thanks to each of our clients and their wonderful pets
Good-bye Sam & Abby!!
Happy Skiing in Colorado

The Holiday season is here again!!!! For many of you, gifting your
Allegro staff members is a holiday tradition. This is so appreciated
by our staff but is not an expectation. If you wish to gift a specific
walker or have more than one on your gratitude list, please place
your gift in an envelope identifying the staff member, or you can
make one gift to the company and Hans will distribute them to the
applicable staff members that help to provide your service. We so
appreciate the opportunity to serve your pet care needs and wish
Happy, Happy Holidays to one and all.
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Our Allegro Fall Pet Album
Huntley & Pete—

Wrigley & Sunny

Varmint Hunting in the Park
Boomer & Roo

So Regal!

The Odd Couple

Lilly & Waffles
“Treats??”

Holly & Louie—Best Buds
Gunner & Ted
“The lake walk is the best”

Naptime for Ted & Alice

Belle & Roo
Beautiful Girls

The Bichons at the
Gate”
Let’s Get Started”
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Beah is beautiful!!!

Our Allegro Fall Pet Album
It’s Boo!!!

Pete—It’s all about focus!

Wolfie the Wonderful
Magnificent Murphy

Miss Maizie—PBGV Perfect

Luna The Lovable

Chloe the fashion diva—“Does
this raincoat make me look
fat???”

Welcome back, Wiggles!!
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Charlie loves transport!
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Safety Tips for a
Wonderful Pet
Friendly Holiday
Keeping your furry family members safe during the holidays can be a difficult task. There are the ornaments, plants, presents, lights -- oh, and who could forget the Christmas tree (if do you decide to put one up this year)? Let's take a look at
some simple steps that will allow your pets to join in the holiday fun this year, while avoiding any trips to the animal emergency room.
Christmas Tree Tips:
1. Place your Christmas tree in a corner, blocked off from your pet's wanting eyes. If this doesn't keep your dog or cat from attempting to jump onto the tree, you can place aluminum foil, a plastic drink bottle filled with knick knacks, or anything else that
creates noise on the tree's bottom limbs to warn you of an impending tree disaster.
2. Tinsel can add a nice sparkling touch to the tree, but make sure you hang it up out of your pet's reach. Ingesting the tinsel
can potentially block their intestines, which is generally only remedied through surgical means.
3. Do not put lights on the tree's lower branches. Not only can your pet get tangled up in the lights, they are a burning hazard.
Additionally, your dog or cat may inadvertently get shocked by biting through the wire.
4. Ornaments need to be kept out of reach, too. In addition to being a choking and intestinal blockage hazard, shards from broken ornaments may injure paws, mouths, or other parts of your pet's body.
5. For those buying a live Christmas trees this year, keep the area free and clear of pine needles. While they may not seem
dangerous, the needles can puncture your pet's intestines if ingested.

Other Great Holiday Item Tips:
1. Did you know holly, mistletoe, and poinsettia plants are poisonous to dogs or cats? If you normally use these plants to decorate your home, they should be kept in an area your pet cannot reach.
2. Edible tree decorations -- whether they be ornaments, or cranberry or popcorn strings -- are like time bombs waiting to happen. These goodies are just too enticing and your pet will surely tug at them, knocking down your wonderfully decorated spruce.
3. Burning candles should be placed on high shelves or mantels, out of your pet's way -- there's no telling where a wagging tail
may end up. Homes with fireplaces should use screens to avoid accidental burns.
4. To prevent any accidental electrocutions, any exposed indoor or outdoor wires should be taped to the wall or the sides of the
house.
5. When gift wrapping, be sure to keep your pet away. Wrapping paper, string, plastic, or cloth could cause intestinal blockages.
Scissors are another hazard, and they should be kept off floors or low tables.
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Tips provided by https://www.petmd.com

